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This is the eighth book in Magunta Dayakar Art Class Series. I have written this book in

question and answer format, based on the conversations in my class room and excerpts from

my magazine interviews. Whatever I have written here, I have chosen very carefully, making

sure the content is useful to one who reads this book. You can read this book from start to

finish or you can dive in and read specific chapters of interest, without losing context.
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Magunta DayakarExcerpts from inside the bookQ. Are you saying that harmony, unity and

movement are not parts of the composition?A. Yes. They are the outcome of using

composition. They are neither elements nor principles. Just they are the outcome.Q. Are you

sure?A. Hundred percent. I will explain you why. Elements are basics. You are not creating

them. They already exist. Principles are the tools. You have to use them on elements like how

diamonds are refined by experts. See... finally how the diamond shines in the expert's hands.

That is the outcome. That shine is the outcome. It's neither an element nor principle. It's only

outcome. Movement, harmony and unity are also like that. Think with a little bit of sense....for

example you are eating food. Here food is an element. Eating is a principle. The taste what you

feel when you are eating is an outcome. You may ask me. ' Is painting itself not an outcome?

'Yes. You may get painting. But where is the beauty? Without achieving unity, harmony and

movement how do you make your painting beautiful? If it's not beautiful what is it's worth, it is

just like tasteless food? Who will eat tasteless food? A painting without beauty, how do you call

it a painting? How do you call it an art piece? If it's not an art piece, how do you call yourself as

an artist?(Excerpt from Chapter “Are you saying that Harmony, Unity and Movement are not

parts of Composition?”)What more we want from life?I have written this book in question and

answer format, based on the conversations in my class room and excerpts from my magazine

interviews. Whatever I have written here, I have chosen very carefully, making sure the content

is useful to one who reads this book. You can read this book from start to finish or you can dive

in and read specific chapters of interest, without losing context.I would like to share with you

one incident at this moment. This incident happened some time in 1978. For some time in

those days, I had only one dress to wear. I had no second dress. I had no money to buy. Luckily

one day I got some money. That money was sufficient enough to buy two dresses. But I was in

confusion to buy dresses or not, because I wanted to buy art books. Finally I bought art books,

rather than dresses. That kind of attitude led me to a point where now I have enough

knowledge, to write books on art. People whom I know or people who knew me earned money

whereas I earned knowledge. Ultimately it's your attitude which will make you what you are.But

the truth is, if you earn money you have to protect it because it's existing outside. If you earn

knowledge it will protect you because it's existing your inside. Depending upon one's

understanding about life, people choose different paths to live. Finally it's your character which

will decide which path you will take.If you want to be successful you should put your mind, your

resources, everything on what you want to achieve. You should not bother about failures.



Remember … every failure is a new lesson. If you learn as many lessons as possible you will

become creative. To evolve you should continue your learning forever.And you may work hard,

you may have put all efforts to be the best, but you may not be successful in terms of financial

returns. Earning money is different from mastering painting, To earn money you need

marketing skills. Some people will have it, some won't. In the end it doesn't matter. If you are

really good, this way or that way you will survive. More than money, it is the strength of

character you have developed in your struggle to master your craft is what will make your life

joyful. What more we want from life?Magunta DayakarI was asked these questions ….Q. What

is art?A. The ultimate outcome of an artist’s understanding of life.Q. Who is an Artist?A. One

who never stops to learn. Continuous Learning means being Creative. Art is Creative.Q. An

artist has to achieve perfection in art?A. Trying to know what is perfection is art. For this, you

need to learn the language of art along with acquiring Intuition.Q. What is Intuition?A. Your

experiences of life.Q. What is the language of art?A. Every language has a grammar. Art also

has its own grammar. That grammar is sketch, value, color and composition. By combining

intuition and the language of art, artist’s work will become expressive.Q. What about abstract

art? Is it also expressive?A. It’s confusion more than expression.Q. Are you saying abstract

paintings are not expressive?A. Art means communication. When Abstract art remains non

communicative, how can you call it expressive?Q. Why do you say abstract art is not

communicative?A. Ask anyone on the street about Abstract paintings, they will look at you in

confusion. For example, when a landscape artist paints sky in his painting, everyone will

respond to it, because they know what it is. It appears like sky which they are seeing everyday.

An abstract painter puts some color on canvas which he says represents sky. But it’s not

appearing as sky to the viewer. To him it’s only some paint. So he will get confused.Q. Do you

mean art has to be at a level, where it can be understood even by ordinary people?A.

Everyone’s senses respond the same way to pain and pleasure, whether it is an ordinary man

on the road or a man living in a palace. If common man cannot make sense of an abstract

painting, it is no different for anyone else.Q. Do you mean art has to touch our senses?A.

Otherwise what is the purpose of art?Q. Does art have a purpose?A. Yes. It should make us

happy. Being Happy means being an Artist. That’s why everyone likes some form of art,

whether it is music, a gripping drama or an inspiring painting. Everyone wants to practice a little

bit of this and that art form.Q. So you are saying … art is essential to make us happy?A. Yes.

Art means creativity. Creativity means continuous learning. One who learns continuously will

know the essence of life. Knowing the essence of life means knowing your inner self. Knowing

your inner self means you have understood the purpose of life.Q. Okay. Coming to your

paintings, everyone comments that your paintings are magical…A. Sure. Painting itself is

magic. If I don’t achieve it there is no sense in being an artist.Q. I am curious to know about

that magic ...A. Every art form has that magic. You call it … drama. It means exaggerating the

elements but at the same time you should not overdo it. If you overdo it, viewers feel it's

artificial. People won’t like anything artificial. This is the reason for failure of so many artists’

work.Q. Suppose, if they don’t overdo it, if they work as realistically as possible…A. That’s

another danger.Q. Danger! How?A. You said …’ As realistically as possible…’Q. Yes …A. The

real danger lies there. When an artist paints the figure, landscape or some other thing as

realistically as possible, then it won’t have any magic.Q. Why? Especially, when the artist

painted as realistically as possible …?A. Realistic? Who cares? People are seeing it every

moment from morning to night. Then where is the impact, when they see the same things on

the artist's canvas? Why they have to respond to it? What they need is some magic or drama,

whatever name you call it.Q. But…people are praising with surprise when they see some



paintings which look like a photograph…A. Sure. But observe those people … they are praising

them for the artist’s craft rather than his creative skills. Best skills of craft will generate surprise

but the response ends there. If you work with creative skills that will lead to magic. That magic

will not only surprise the viewer but will also make them joyful. The feeling of surprise

intertwined with joy will stay in their hearts for a long time. This is what artists have to achieve

in their work. I call this experience … magic.How to achieve that magic?Q. Understood. But

how to achieve that magic?A. When you make an ordinary thing extraordinary the magic will

come. The transition should be believable.Q. Can you explain me in more detail?A. We are

talking about transforming ordinary thing into extraordinary. Before finding an answer for it, first

things first, we have to define what is ordinary, what is extraordinary?Q. I don’t think it’s a

problem to find an answer for that. Everyone knows what is ordinary, what is extraordinary. For

example… we call an average looking young girl ordinary, a girl with most beautiful looks as

extraordinary.A. That is the way most of the people think. But it’s not the truth. Truth is different

from what we know. Just imagine… Put that ordinary girl in expensive dress, shape her face

with beautician tools, finally place her in a cosmopolitan group… surely she will look good,

same way put that extraordinary beautiful girl among a crowd of slum dwellers in pale, dirty

clothes along with some greasy dust on her face and body…imagine, how she appears. She

may look okay. So… what we have to understand from this?Q. Explain it to me.A. When it

comes to physical things, there are no ordinary and extraordinary things existing in this world.

Everything shines or loses by its surrounding atmosphere. Because of this fact, nineteenth

century French romantic painter Eugène Delacroix said “Give me some mud, I will make of it

the skin of Venus if you leave to me the choice of the surroundings.” Here he emphasized the

words …' Surroundings.' Because of these surroundings ordinary things become beautiful,

beautiful things turn ordinary. All things depend upon surroundings. When you paint a picture, if

you want to create magic in that picture surroundings are more important. They are one of the

key elements to create magic in painting.Q. Only choosing right surroundings can create magic

in painting?A. No. I told you already it’s one of the key elements which helps to create magic in

painting.Q. So, there are other things …A. Yes. Surely, there are other things which are needed

to create magic or beauty in paintings…Q. Can you explain about them…A. Sure. With

Pleasure.Q. Just a moment. Now you used a phrase …‘With Pleasure ‘ Is there any

significance there?A. Yes. When you are explaining the soul of anything to others you will enjoy

it. You will be enlightened yourself. You are explaining to others means you are learning. That’s

why true artists and teachers don’t keep any secrets with them, they will reveal everything they

know. That’s their way of learning. Continuous learning will make them masters.Q. O.K. Coming

to the subjects, what are those other things which help make a painting magical?A. Value,

Color and Composition.Q. I know Color, I heard about Composition. I think it is playing a key

role in every art form in music, in writing … everywhere. I don’t know how it works but I know

about it's existence. But what about this … Value? I never heard of it.A. It’s the one of the most

important elements needed to create beauty in painting. The outcome of painting depends on

it.Q. Interesting. Usually everyone thinks color is the most important thing to do painting well.

Now you are saying there are some other things apart from color.A. It’s a fact. There are many

other things which will play a crucial role to make a painting beautiful. Value … is the hero of

that play.Q. Hero…! You are speaking a different language. You are bringing heroes into your

painting approaches!A. There is nothing to be surprised about. When painting itself is a drama,

there must be a hero. Without a hero drama won’t survive.Q. I am interested to know about

your hero … I mean ‘Value’A. Value is one of the key elements in painting. It’s the gradation

between highest light and extreme dark. Call them Greys. The interesting thing is all these



greys are very important when you are using color. Reason … Every color has a specific value

in grey scale. For an example yellow is the lightest, and violet is the darkest value in grey

scale.Q. I have a question regarding violet.A. Go ahead.Q. Is blue not darker than violet? A.

Maybe, maybe not. It all depends which blue you are choosing. Some blues are lighter than

violet, some are darker than violet, vice versa, it is the same with violet.Q. Then how do we

assume violet is darker than blue?A. It's all for practical purpose. When your painting has the

highest light it must be balanced with the highest dark. It's the nature of light. If you want to

capture light in your painting you have to follow it. If you use yellow for your light area, it should

be balanced with violet. For this purpose you have to choose a violet which has a dark value.Q.

You are speaking everything in terms of value! … Interesting.A. As an artist, you have to see

color as a value rather than as a color. This is the most important thing to do a successful

painting. There is one saying, … ‘Value is more important than color. If your value is right your

color also will be right.’ Before impressionists all paintings were dominated by ‘Value’. Since

impressionist’s era color started to dominate value. Now again, Value started to establish it’s

heroic role along with color.Q. Color as a Value …? It’s confusing me. Will you explain more

about it?A. It’s difficult to explain in a few lines. It has to be explained with visuals along with

detailed explanation. Not only Color … Composition is also like that. These things must be

studied from different sources like books, teachers and whatever other ways are available.Q.

Apart from Color and Composition, are there any other things to study?A. Yes. There are many.

But all those things are parts of these three. Art students must study them if they want to

create beautiful paintings.Q. Again I will start with value...A. Okay ...Q. You told me, value is the

hero of the play. Could you explain more about it?A. Sure. Value is related to light. Where there

is light there is darkness as well. It's likeday and night. We see the light in day time, we feel the

darkness in nights. This is the light and dark of the nature. We artists try to create this light and

darks of the nature in our paintings also. Capturing these light and darks, technically we call it

… Value.Q. Why you are using that word … Value?A. We need to use some word to describe.

It is the word in terminology of art. First we can find out general meaning of that word. If you

want to buy something it has some price. We are calling it as the value of the object. When it

comes to the character of a person, we are used to saying, he has some values in life. In both

these things, value is working as a measuring scale, either to indicate the price of the object or

to define a person's character. Through these two examples we can say Value means

measuring scale. In art also we will use it as a measuring scale. We use this measuring scale

to judge the strength of varied greys between black and white. When you mix white with black it

will become grey. You can mix many varied greys between black and white. To know how much

light or how much dark they are, we need to measure them. We call the result of this

measuring 'Value'.Could you explain about those greys and why we need them?Q. Could you

explain about those greys and why we need them?A. Sure. White is light, Black is dark. From

flash light to soft light we see varied many variations in light. The same way we see darkest

dark to light dark in darkness. Of these variations in light and darks, we call them as greys.

Grey means it's not neither black nor white. We can see from the lightest grey to darkest grey

in between black and white. Toconstruct an object in three dimensional illusion we should use

these greys. To create certain light we have to use specific greys.Q. How many greys we

should use in painting? A. In general we use five to nine greys from light grey to dark grey. But

it depends upon how much light you would like to show in your painting.Q. How much light?

What does it mean?A. We see many varied lights in nature. If you are standing in the open

space, if the sky is illuminated with bright sun, you will see the bright light everywhere. In the

same place in winter you won't see bright light, all you can see is soft and flat light. The same



way whenyou are sitting in a room in the evening, if light comes only from a window then most

of the room will be in the dark and there would be very less light. So depending upon these

light ratios you have to decide how many greys you need to use.Q. I heard some names like

high key, middle key, low key …A. Yes. They are called as value keys. They are related to light.

If there is a lot of light and very little dark in your painting that can be called as a high key

painting. If there is soft and flat light and no strong darks, it will be a middle key painting. If

most of your painting is filled with dark, light is very less and if that little light is very intense,

you call it low key.Q. Is there specific purpose for these keys in painting?A. Yes. They are a

must to create mood and drama. If you want to create a joyful atmosphere, high key will work.

For calm and peaceful and for sometimes subdued mood middle key works. To create mystery

and ambiguity, low key will be useful.And by changing these keys a little bit you can create

different moods. It all depends upon your thinking approach. Great masters used these keys to

create drama in their paintings.Q. But what I know is that their paintings are not colorful like

impressionists’ paintings ….A. You are right. with impressionists’ paintings color started to

dominate value.Q. Please explain more about this.A. Till middle of the nineteenth century

paintings were dominated by value. When value dominates, color plays a subordinate role.

Since eighteen fifty impressionists showed more interest in using color predominantly in their

paintings than value.Q. I have a question …A. Go ahead …Q. Does color also creates drama

like value?A. No. Color represents light. Light is the mother of all colors. So when your painting

is dominated by color, it means you are creating light in it. Observe in nature, wherever you see

more light there you won't feel any mystery or ambiguity. When there is no mystery there is no

drama also. Light will give you warmness, joyfulness, happiness. So when you give importance

to color rather than value your painting will be full of warmth and melody. But there won't be

any mystery. When there is no mystery, there is no drama also.Q. Are you saying between

value and color, only one can dominate in painting, not both?A. Yes. Only one can dominate

but contemporary artists try to harmonise both. But it won't be possible. You may manage them

to a certain extent but not fully. Finally one must dominate. It's like when we say about

someone that he is a very open person, what does it mean? He won't hide anything, that

means there is no mystery about him, he is like an open book. Color is like that. It's warm and

open whereas value is mysterious. You could not play them equally, you must choose one of

them as your key element.Q. Okay. I would like to ask you something about color. I came to

know a little bit about color notions. For example red color evokes this feeling, blue will evoke

some other feeling … like that every color evokes some feeling in us. What's your comment on

this?A. I don't believe these notions. To me color is relative. The influence of color depends

upon its surroundings. That's why I said it's relative.Q. Could you explain more?A. Sure. For

example let's say you went to a party. Many young ladies are there. All are beautiful. You will

get confused, on whom you have to put your attention because everybody is beautiful. Then

suddenly another young lady entered there. You are shocked when you see her because she is

ugly. Where everyone is beautiful, such ugliness among them, you could not digest. For

sometime your eyes will follow her, whatever movement she makes. Why? It's relativeness.

Ugliness midst Beauty.Same thing happens when a beautiful girl steps into a place where

every girl is average looking. This kind of feeling is evoked everywhere in our lives and nature.

Everything we see is relative. Color is also like that. That's why French Romantic artist Eugène

Delacroix said ...“I can paint you the skin of Venus with mud, provided you let me surround it as

I will.” So Delacroix words also say color is relative.Q. Interesting. Are you saying, any color on

its own won't create any feelings in us?A. To find the answer for your question we have to go a

bit more deeper. For example when we see red color it will remind us of blood. Naturally it won't



be pleasant. When we see yellow unknowingly, we will connect it with sunlight. When we see

blue it will remind us of night. The same way when we see green, subconsciously we feel it's

the color of nature.Depending upon our previous experiences we feel some notions about

color.Q. Through your words you are saying color creates some feelings in us. But you said

before color won't create any feelings in us, its effects are purely relative. Are you not

contradicting yourself with your opinions?A. Not at all. There is no contradiction. Still I am

saying, effect of the color is purely relative.Q. Could you explain?A. Sure. How you are feeling

when you are seeing blood? When you see the red color subconsciously you get thoughts of

blood. The same happens with yellow, green, blue or any other color. This we call relative

effect. Suppose someone who has never seen blood, if he has seen only red roses what goes

through his mind, when he sees red? Just think about it. He will remember red roses. It

happens with every color. The effect of the color is relative to our previous experiences. These

will influence us whenever we see a color. Artists have to use these influences in their work

depending upon their subject's requirements.Q. Just now you said ' … Artists have to use

these influences in their work depending upon their subject's requirements.' … could you

explain about it?A. Sure. For example red and rose have different influences on us. If you use

red in your painting it will evoke the feeling of blood, danger, extreme alertness, the same way

if you use a rose it will evoke pleasant sensations related to rose flowers, rose toned female

faces. These are the influences of those colors on us. When we paint we should keep those

effects in our mind.Q. I got it. One more question about color …A. Go on.Q. I heard often about

warm and cool colors. Some colors are warm, some are cool. What is their purpose in

painting? How will they be used?A. This subject itself is complex.Q. Why it's complex?A. I told

you before that color is relative. So these warm and cool colors are also relative.Q. I don't

understand.A. That's why I said they are complex.Q. Please explain it to me.A. On the face of it,

yellows, oranges, reds are warm. Blues, greens violets are cool. This is the text book theory.

But when it comes to applications every color will change from warm to cool or cool to

warm.Q. Interesting! How will they change?A. That's the fun with color. For example green and

blue, both are cool colors. But beside blue, green will appear as a warm color.Q. How is it

possible? Please explain it to me.A. Blue is a Primary color and it's cool. Whereas green is the

mixture of yellow and blue. So in green, warm color yellow is there. That's why even though

green is a cool color as per theory, in its relation to blue it will become a warm color. That's why

I said color is relative. Its effect will be judged by its surrounding colors.Q. Okay. I got it. I have

another question.A. Sure.What is the purpose of warm and cool colors?Q. What is the purpose

of warm and cool colors?A. Answer lies in Nature or in life.Q. Answer lies in the Nature! Truly

interesting.A. Yes. Interesting. When we start to try to know the secrets of life or Nature

everything seems to be a wonder. Coming to the answer for your question, purpose of art is to

make us experience life. In life we have days and nights. They represent light and dark. When it

comes to art, warm colors represents light and cool colors represents dark. Of course this is

general theory. Again I am reminding you, color is relative. You can use any number of

approaches with it.Q. Putting the technical issues aside, I would like to ask you one

question...A. What is it?Q. What about the influence on artist from other artist's work?A. Most

of the art students and upcoming artists will follow blindly successful artist'swork. They will be

influenced by their success but they won't try to understand the reasons for their success.

Behind every success there is the artist's character. Not only artists, most of the people in

different fields are influenced by success of others and blindly follow them without

understanding their inner character which is behind their success. For example, If there is a

beautiful girl, people will be attracted to her with desire. They won't try to understand her inside.



That inside is her character. What we are seeing outside is a mask which she is wearing.

Without understanding her character, if you just get influenced by her external beauty, what's

going to happen in the end? You will be ruined. The same applies to artists who get influenced

by other artist's work or their success, if they follow blindly.Q. With a beautiful girl, it's possible

but how is it related to artists?A. Same thing happens to artists also. When you are inspired by

some beautiful work of another artist, you also want to paint something beautiful like him. So

you will start to work. In the end you will lose it. You will become frustrated. You don't know the

reason for your failure. That will lead loss of self confidence.Q. What is the reason for it?A. Just

getting influenced by external beauty rather than searching its inner truth which is the character

of the other one's painting, which you can also call as originality. You failed to capture that

character in your emotional state.For example you are inspired by Renoir's colorful paintings.

You wanted to copy one of his paintings so you did it. But you didn't get the melodious color

feeling in his paintings. Instead of his melodious color, your colors are chalky, muddy and

harsh. You are depressed with the outcome of your paintings. You don't know the reason, just

you are confused. Before copying his work if you had tried to understand the reason for his

successful color applications, you would not be frustrated. Renoir had understood color in

depth but you did not. That is the cause for your failure. Inspiration is different from creation.Q.

It's a nice line what you just said now. .. ' Inspiration is different from Creation.'I am very much

curious to know the meaning of that line. Please …A. No problem, I will explain about it.

Inspiration. We all know what it is and all of us experienced that feeling now and then. That

inspiration will help us to try to do something best. Inspiration is the starting point to create

anything, but there is so much journey between inspiration and creation. For example as I told

before, you have seen a beautiful girl, you are inspired by her beauty so you want to paint her.

This is your emotional state. That emotion inspired you to create that beauty on your canvas.

But I told you that there is so much journey between inspiration and creation.Q. What is that

journey between inspiration and creation?A. Inspired by her beauty you want to paint her. This

is start of your journey. Continuing the journey, facing the obstacles on the way, finally reaching

destination … so much is there. In your case your destination is creating her image with life on

your canvas. For that you need planning, just like how you will make arrangements when you

want to travel to faraway places.Here your destination is painting the image of that beautiful

lady. To do that you have to start with questions, like how you will question your travel agent

about the travel plan. Instead of a travel plan, here it's the lady whom you want to paint ….Is

she intelligent? Is she smart or cunning or soft and gentle? Which things interests her? Will

she give value to human relations? Will she be helpful to others or is she selfish? How does

she act in different situations? Like these you have to ask many questions, you have to try to

find answers. If you find answers that too without being influenced, with detached and

analytical mind then only you will know the truth about her. That means you have an

understanding about her.Q. Sorry for interrupting. What you said is character analysis, but how

will it help to do a successful painting?A. I am coming to that. What you are going to paint on

canvas? I am very much sure, that it's not about rubbing a few tube colors on it. Some subject

you are going to paint, it maybe be a landscape, still life or a human figure. So you have to

understand it first. After understanding it, you need to use technical skills to capture it on the

canvas. Without technical skills you won't be able to capture it whatever understanding you

may have on your subject. You need both. Without any one of them you will be a failure.Q.

Incredible. I never think for doing painting one should need this much ability …A. Many people

don't know that. They think painting is a kind of skill where you don't need to use your

brain ...Q. Suppose someone wants to paint a landscape how this character analysis will work?



A. It applies everywhere. For example if you want to paint a tree you should study it's

dimensions, its relation to it's surroundings, it's leaf structure, it's color, it's texture and the light

it's getting from the sky, everything about it, both structural and atmospheric influences …

understanding all of these is character analysis. Structure is a part of this. Once you know all

about it, then you have to apply your technical skills. Here you are interpreting the scene, this is

Originality.Q. I am realising doing painting is truly a tough job.A. Who said it's easy? Is

surviving life easy? No. Art is also like that. Don’t think art and life are two different things. In

fact both are one. Whatever happens in life the same will happen in art. Because of your

ignorance you don’t know that. It’s the reason for our failures in art and life. Many people think

art is different from life. They think it’s the outcome of the emotional expression of the artist.

This kind of thought itself is another kind of ignorance.Many people say artists are emotional. Is

it true?Q. You used a word … emotional expression. Many people say artists are emotional. Is

it true?A. Interesting question. We all think that creative people are very emotional. Does that

mean other people are not? That is not the case. Creative people won't think about the

consequences of their emotional acts whereas others would think about the consequences of it

and stop acting on their emotions. In fact all human beings are emotional. If only emotion is the

character of a creative person, then every human being is creative. Being emotional is one of

the characteristics of creative people but it alone is not enough to make someone creative. To

be creative you require in depth understanding of your chosen subject along with emotion and

also you should fight like a warrior.Q. Could you explain more about this emotional aspect in

terms of creativity?A. What is emotion? Emotional expression of an artist? ... What does it

mean?Excitement, ecstasy, elation … all these are by products of emotion. Is he doing drawing

or painting in some kind of emotional state? Is it true? Or false?The one who is swayed by

excitement, ecstasy, elation for him how is it possible to think coolly! Without a calm and cool

state of mind how will he see his subject as a whole? Seeing the thing as a whole … an artist

needs that skill. Not only artist, each and everyone whether they are business men, scientists,

actors, musicians... anyone, who wants to think creatively they need that skill … Seeing it as a

whole. The whole means … both inward and outward.Q. What is this … Seeing it as whole?A.

To create life on canvas you have to understand many intricacies of life. Here life means

everything around us. You have to see them as a whole. For example, you have a family and

there are three children. You may feel one of those children is very bright. So you put your total

attention and spend all your resources on that child. Few years after that, the child may be

successful but what about the remaining two children? Because of your lack of attention on

them if they don't get a good life, what's going to happen? It leads to failure of the family. Here

the family is the whole. If everyone in the family is living in comfort that is success. If only one

or two people are successful and the remaining are in misery, undoubtedly it's a failure of the

family, it's a failure of the whole. Same thing applies in painting also. When you see your

painting as a whole you will know everything about it. If something goes wrong you know how

to fix it. You will also implement the same thinking pattern in your day to day life also. That kind

of nature would become a second skin for you. Result, you are able to make your life joyful like

a successful painting.Q. What is the practical approach to achieve this ' Whole Effect ' in

painting?A. It will be achieved by connecting everything to everything whether they are ...

shapes, spaces, value, color or texture. They have to be repeated, proportions and variations

have to be balanced in them. And we have to create contrast, finally emphasis....everything. If

you play all these things properly we feel harmony, unity and movement in the painting. This

way you can achieve the 'Effect of Whole' in the painting.Q. Quiet interesting. Now you

explained an approach to achieve the whole effect. Does this approach have a technical name?



A. Yes. We call it … Composition.Are you saying that Harmony, Unity and Movement are not

parts of the Composition?Q. Can you explain to me about it?A. Sure. God is a creator so

creating something is his character. In that process he created Land, Water, Fire, Air and Sky.

We call them as five elements of nature. Elements can be seen and also experienced

physically. We are able to see land, water, fire and sky but we can only experience the

sensation of air. For example when we are on the beach we experience it, our entire body will

feel it's touch, our hair and clothes will move along with sweeping winds.When god created

humans he told them to use those five elements for their survival. Then a question started to

arise in their mind, that was … how to use them? They had understood quickly that they need

some tools to use those elements. With time they invented few tools to use those elements for

their survival. Their survival had begun that way. The same happened to artists also.Every

artist is a creator. When god creates life with elements, artist also creates life on his canvas.

For that he also needs elements. His elements are Space, Form, Value, Color and Texture.

These are his five elements. We call these ... Elements of Art.To use these five elements artist

also needs a few tools like the man in god's creation. So he started to invent tools to use the

elements. They are … Variety, Contrast, Repetition or Rhythm, Proportion, Balance and Focal

Point. We call those tools as … Principles of Composition. By using these principles of

composition on elements of art, artist creates life on canvas like god.Q. One thing you did not

mention here which you said before related to ' The Whole Effect.'A. What is it?Q. You

mentioned about achieving harmony, unity and movement in painting. Now when you are

explaining composition, you didn't mention them.A. Oh. In fact they are not part of the

composition. That's why I didn't talk about them.Q. Are they parts of elements?A. Not at all.Q.

So are you telling me, there are some things other than elements of art and principles of

composition?A. YesQ. Surprising! A. There is nothing to be surprised about. Variety, contrast,

proportion, repetition, balance and focal point, by using these composition principles on

elements of art, you have to achieve harmony, unity and movement. All our efforts are meant to

achieve these three things. Whoever achieves it, they are great artists. Their work will always

remain in the history of greatness. You can call them as good paintings.Q. Interesting. Are you

saying that harmony, unity and movement are not parts of the composition?A. Yes. They are

the outcome of using composition. They are neither elements nor principles. Just they are the

outcome.Q. Are you sure?A. Hundred percent. I will explain you why. Elements are basics. You

are not creating them. They already exist. Principles are the tools. You have to use them on

elements like how diamonds are refined by experts. See... finally how the diamond shines in

the expert's hands. That is the outcome. That shine is the outcome. It's neither an element nor

principle. It's only outcome. Movement, harmony and unity are also like that. Think with a little

bit of sense....for example you are eating food. Here food is an element. Eating is a principle.

The taste what you feel when you are eating is an outcome. You may ask me.. ' Is painting itself

not an outcome? ' Yes. You may get painting. But where is the beauty? Without achieving unity,

harmony and movement, how do you make your painting beautiful? If it's not beautiful what is

it's worth, it is just like tasteless food? Who will eat tasteless food? A painting without beauty,

how do you call it a painting? How do you call it an art piece? If it's not an art piece, how do

you call yourself as an artist?Q. Interesting.A. Coming to movement in painting...Just think, if

you are unable to move your body, what will happen to you? How miserable your life will be?

People think you are as good as dead. Why do they think that when you are still alive? Just you

are not moving...so what? When there is no movement in you people think you are a dead

person. Movement is life. Without it there is no life. In painting also it is the same. Painting is

energy. Energy itself is a movement. No movement... No life. Your painting is no different from



life. That is the importance of Movement. This movement gives not only life, it creates visual

beauty also.I heard artists won't reveal their painting secrets, what's your opinion on that?Q.

Okay. I would like to ask you one important question.A. Go ahead …Q. It's about secrets of

painting. I heard artists won't reveal their painting secrets, what's your opinion on that?A. It's

funny to hear those words. It's a wrong notion.Q. Are you sure? But I heard it from many

students …A. Once again I am telling you, it's a wrong notion because there are no secrets in

art.Q. What you are saying is really surprising. In fact I heard it from many quarters. But you

are saying there are no secrets.A. Yes. Truly there are no secrets. I will explain you why.Q. I am

very much curious to hear about it. A. First we have to ask a question to ourselves. What is a

secret? It means something hidden purposefully. Something kept away from other's access.

But painting is not like that. It has been evolving continuously with time. Every painting

technique has been analysed and will be continued to be analysed further. Few good teachers

had always tried and been trying to establish best standards for the growth of painting. Beside

that so many art books coming into the market explaining various techniques of painting. So

where is the secret? Truly … No secrets.Q. But many of the art students are feeling … there

are secrets.A. Yes. What are the reasons for that? Only three reasons are appearing for that.

One ... Students are not getting right teachers. Two ... They are not able to understand the

approaches explained by professional artists in their books. Third … Students are not having

the extreme intensity to chase what they need to know.Getting the right teacher is not in the

student's hands. Because always there are very few teachers who know the intricacies of art

and they also need communicative skills to teach students. But what about getting right

knowledge from the books written by professional painters? Most of the books have been

giving a lot of information about proper approaches for better painting. Then why that

knowledge is not reaching to the most of the art students?Q. Quiet interesting what you are

talking ...A. It's a fact. Coming to the books … why the students are not getting the

bestknowledge from the books? Answer is … the student has not evolved to that stage. The

reason ... professional writes books with the knowledge and experience gained over a lifetime.

For a student it's difficult to understand easily.Q. Why is it difficult?A. The reason for this is, the

way our brain responds. It responds for visual learning easily (Ex: When the Master personally

demonstrates some approach), but understanding the same approach via reading is difficult.

Painting is Visual. Reading is Verbal. To elaborate further... Our brain absorbs visual things

easily and is able to store it in memory for a long time. For example something we had seen in

our childhood, we are able to recall back those visual memories even in our old age. The same

brain could not recall properly something we read a few months back. That shows that

understanding anything verbal is not easy. It requires a lot of hard practice and interpretation.

Understanding painting in depth through books will take many years of intensive study. Slowly

you will realize that there are no secrets in art. There are only problems, that need to be

solved. Understanding those problems and finding solutions will make you good at your work. I

have learned this way.Q. Which is the better approach? Is it studying from the teacher or

reading from books?A. If it's possible go with both. I told you before, getting right teacher is

difficult but best books are accessible to everyone. I did all my learning only through books. But

students must understand one important thing if they want to study from books.Q. What is that

important thing?A. You won't get all the knowledge from one or two books or a few books,

however good they may be. Read as many books as possible. Every book will teach you

something. You are reading a book means the artist cum author of that book is sharing his life

time experience with you.Q. Believe me. I never though this way about learning from books.A.

And if you learn from a teacher however best he may be, you are learning onlyfrom his



knowledge whereas studying from books you are getting understanding from so many good

ones. You call this Self Study. Self study will make you the best in the end.Q. I came to know

that artists are limited to one subject in their career, like someone paints only landscapes,

someone paints only portraits and someone only paints still life ...What's your opinion on this?

A. There is a wrong notion in many of the art students and art lovers that realistic artists are

able to paint only realistic paintings, abstract artists will be able to work only abstract paintings

…similar notions are that oil painters are capable of working only in oils, water colourists only

in water color and that acrylic painters are good at painting only in acrylics, the same way,

Portrait painters do only portraits, landscape artists work only landscapes, still life painters

paint only still life…! This kind of opinion is false.Art students once they are influenced by these

kinds of notions, they will try to stick to one medium and one kind of subject. Then their artistic

growth stops there. Art means creativity. Artist means creative person. Creative person should

always continue the search for new paths. Picasso is one such example. He was a painter,

sculptor, printmaker, ceramicist, stage designer, poet and playwright. He had started with

realistic painting, then made the transition to cubism and from there experimented with many

styles….Creative instinct survives only in that way.Q. Do you mean artists should try with all

kind of subjects rather than limiting themselves to one genre?A. Yes. An artist who is trained in

language of art can work with any medium, whether its oil, acrylics, water color or any other,

and he can work on any subject …realistic, semi abstract or abstract painting. All he has to do

is adapt to new paths. That is Creativity.Artists doesn’t need to stick to any one subject or any

one medium for their lifetime as if it is their ancestor's property. If they try to work like that for

whatever reasons, they won’t enjoy the artistic pride.I heard in all color applications

understanding ' Tone ' is very difficult. Is it true?
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R. Singh, “great painting is possible by anyone. Approaching a book with an open mind has

always helped me learn more than is possible otherwise. I used the same approach with

Straight Talk On Painting and found some good stuff in there. The part on greys, painting

edges, and adding drama were aspects of painting that I needed to read about at this time.

Some lessons you just have to re-learn over and over again to get them to become a part of

your thinking process. And when you need those lessons, then the right book will come along

to help you on your path. Overall, the author says great painting is possible by anyone who

wishes to make a great painting!”

The book by Magunta Dayakar has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 6 people have provided feedback.

I was asked these questions … . How to achieve that magic ? Could you explain about those

greys and why we need them ? What is the purpose of warm and cool colors ? Many people

say artists are emotional . Is it true ? Are you saying that Harmony , Unity and Movement are

not parts of Composition ? I heard artists won't reveal their painting secrets , what's your

opinion on that ? I heard in all color applications understanding ' Tone ' is very difficult . Is it

true ? Interesting . Is color also having a temperature ? Many art students talk about practising

a medium , it may be oil , acrylics , pastel or water color . Like to know your comment on that .

Are there any techniques to paint edges ? What about the role of perspective ? Some say , art

is a born gift Some people say , creative people don't have discipline and they won't bother

about following rules . Is it true ? Do you differ with their opinion that art is personal ? What is

Art ? How to create entertainment in painting ? Last Words
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